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XENON1T Overview
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•  1st ton-scale experiment 
for direct DM detection. 

•  3.2t of LXe, 2t in TPC. 
•  20x larger than Xe100. 
•  Constructed @LNGS. 
•  Commissioning since  

summer. 
•  Data taking has started. 
•  Expected sensitivity 

1.6E-47 cm2                       
at mWIMP = 50 GeV          
for 2 ton years exposure.  

XENON1T	

H. Simgen - MPIK: "XENON1T", TPC 2016 / Paris 

xenon1t.org

Water tank and 
Cherenkov muon veto

Cryostat and support
structure for TPC

Cryogenics and 
purification

Data acquisition and 
slow control

Xenon storage, 
handling and
Kr removal via 
cryogenic 
distillation

Time projection
chamber

Cryogenics pipe
(cables, xenon)

XENON collaboration, arXiv:1708.07051



The XENON 
collaboration

144 scientists 


25 institutions


10 countries
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XENON publications since last SC meeting
1. First Dark Matter Search Results from the XENON1T Experiment (accepted in PRL)  

2. The XENON1T Dark Matter Experiment (submitted to EPJC, arXiv:1708.07051) 

3. Material radio-assay and selection for the XENON1T dark matter experiment (submitted to EPJC, 
1705.01828) 

4. Intrinsic backgrounds from Rn and Kr in the XENON100 experiment (submitted to EPJC, arXiv:1708.03617) 


5. Online 222Rn removal by cryogenic distillation in the XENON100 experiment (published in EPJ C (2017) 77:358)


6. Search for Bosonic Super-WIMP Interactions with the XENON100 Experiment (submitted to PRD, arXiv:1709.02222)


7. Search for magnetic inelastic dark matter with XENON100 (accepted in JCAP, arXiv:1704.05804) 


8. Effective field theory search for high-energy nuclear recoils using the XENON100 dark matter detector (published in 
PRD 96, 042004, 2017)


9. Search for WIMP Inelastic Scattering off Xenon Nuclei with XENON100 (published in PRD 96, 022008, 2017) 


10. Search for Electronic Recoil Event Rate Modulation with 4 Years of XENON100 Data (published in PRL 118, 101101, 
2017) 
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http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1708.07051
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1708.03617
http://lanl.arxiv.org/abs/1709.02222
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1704.05804


Data taking in 2017

• Detector running smoothly


• DAQ efficiency: ~ 99%  

• Accumulated live days: SR0 (34.2 d), SR1 (~159 d of blinded dark matter data)

SR0 SR1
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Data overview: science and calibration

220-Rn
9%

83m-Kr
9%

AmBe
7%

n-generator
1% PMT calib

2%

Science data
72% 6



Slow control parameters: temperature of LXe

7Rn distillation, Rn level reduced by ~20%

T ~ -96 C



Slow control parameters: pressure in the TPC

8Rn distillation, Rn level reduced by ~20%

P ~ 1.94 bar



PMT calibration stability

• Monitored: gains, dark count rates, after-pulse rates
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Light yield and electron lifetime evolution

• From regular calibrations with a 83mKr source: S2(t) = S2(t0)e
(�t/⌧e)
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td,TPC = 673µs

Light yield versus time, using
the 9.4 keV and 32.2 keV transitions
of the 83mKr source



Energy response

• Ly = (8.02±0.06) pe/keV at 41.5 keV 


• Qy = (198.3±2.3) pe/keV at 41.5 keV

E = (nph + ne) ·W =

✓
S1

g1
+

S2

g2

◆
·W

• Excellent linearity with electronic recoil 
energy from 40 keV to 2.2 MeV


• g1 = photon gains


• g2 = electron gain


• W-value = 13.7 eV
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right above the cathode. The minimum is below the outer-
most ring of top PMTs. A small dependence on the azimuth-
angle f is taken into account in the correction function used
by the peak processor.

Charge Signal The measurement of the charge signal is
also affected by solid-angle and other detector-related ef-
fects. The proportional scintillation signal S2 is generated
in a well-defined plane between the liquid-gas interface and
the anode electrode, about 7.5 cm below the PMTs of the
top array. About half of the light is thus observed by a few
top PMTs just above the S2 production region, while the
other half is rather uniformly distributed over the bottom
PMT array. In order to reconstruct the number of electrons
producing the signal, S2 correction maps are required, see
figure 22. These were derived from the combined S2 sig-
nal (41.5 keV) from 83mKr since the short time separation
between the two S2 peaks (half-life T1/2 = 154 ns of the in-
termediate state [60]) makes it challenging to separate the
two contributions and reduces the size of the data sample.
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Fig. 22 Relative S2-correction maps compensating the non-uniform
charge response of the top and bottom PMT arrays. The response of
the top array is more affected by local non-uniformities such as non-
operational PMTs. The response of the bottom array is significantly
more uniform.

The response of the top array shows local variations at the
(10-15) % level, which are mainly caused by non-functional
PMTs. A slight increase of S2 signal is visible towards the
center, which is due to the sagging of the anode electrode.
At the location of lowest S2 response (X = �20, Y = 40),
two neighbouring PMTs are non-functioning.

The S2 response of the bottom PMT array is much more
homogeneous. It can be mainly explained by solid-angle
coverage and does not show significant local variations. The
size of the S2 correction is thus less affected by the uncer-
tainty in the reconstructed event position and leads, for ex-
ample, to a slightly better energy resolution. For this reason,
only the S2 signal from the bottom array, S2b, was used as
an energy estimator for the analysis of science run 0 [20].

Light and Charge Yield The parameters describing the de-
tector’s efficiency to detect light and charge signals are
the primary scintillation gain g1 = cS1/ng and the secondary
scintillation gain g2b = cS2b/ne, where the observables cS1
and cS2b are corrected for position-dependent effects. Al-
most all electronic recoil energy E is used for the production
of photons (g) and electrons (e),

E = (ng +ne)⇥W =

✓
cS1
g1

+
cS2b

g2b

◆
⇥W , (2)

where W = 13.7 eV is the average energy required to pro-
duce one electron-ion pair or to excite one Xe atom [79]. The
two observables are anti-correlated, which can be exploited
to improve the energy resolution for ER signals. Figure 23
shows the determination of g1 and g2b using several mono-
energetic peaks, which fall on a straight line once the ob-
servables are normalized to the peak energy. Re-arranging
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Fig. 23 The scintillation (cS1) and ionization signals (cS2) for vari-
ous mono-energetic peaks, corrected for position dependent effects and
normalized to the line energy, show the expected anti-correlated behav-
ior. The fit to the data allows the extraction of the primary (in PE/g) and
secondary scintillation gain (in PE/e�). The signal at 2.2 MeV is due
to de-excitation g rays from neutron capture on hydrogen (1H(n,g)2H).
It is not used for the fit, but demonstrates that the detector response is
well known over a large energy range.

at 125 V/cm drift field
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• g1 = (0.144 ± 0.007) pe/photon 


• g2 = (11.5 ± 0.8) pe/electron



Energy resolution
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• One of the best energy resolutions among all liquid xenon TPCs


• Covers large energy range

Relative energy resolution (σ(E)/E) versus energy Energy spectrum of electronic recoils 



Background predictions
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Counts/(ROI�ton�yr)!
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Fig. 4: Electronic recoil (top) and nuclear re-
coil (bottom) background contributions from

materials (red) and from intrinsic and external
sources (blue). The number of events per year
in a 1�ton fiducial target is shown in the elec-
tron equivalent (1, 12) keVee region of interest

for electronic recoil events, corresponding to a
nuclear recoil energy interval of (4, 50) keVnr.

40%, the total expected NR background in862

XENON1T for a 1 ton ⇥ 2 year exposure is863

expected to be <1 event in the (4,50) keVnr864

energy range. This corresponds to a best sen-865

sitivity to the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon866

cross section of �SI <1.6·10�47 cm2 at a WIMP867

mass of m�= 50 GeV/c 2 [11].868

In the planned upgrade of XENON1T to869

XENONnT, the LXe target mass will increase870

to a total of 6 tons. This will require a871

⇠40% increase in the linear dimensions of the872

TPC and nearly double the number of PMTs.873

The larger detector will improve the sensitiv-874

ity by another order of magnitude, reaching875

�SI <1.6·10�48 cm2 at m�= 50 GeV/c 2 [11],876

assuming a negligible contribution from mate-877

rials and a total exposure of 20 ton·years.878

Most of the existing sub-systems for 879

XENON1T were designed to be reused for 880

XENONnT, however the upgrade requires the 881

construction of a new TPC and inner cryostat. 882

As material-induced ER backgrounds are ex- 883

pected to be even lower than in XENON1T, 884

the screening e↵ort and material selection is 885

focused on reducing the nuclear recoil back- 886

ground. This is being addressed particularly 887

through continued e↵orts to identify low- 888

activity stainless steel and by pursuing viable 889

alternatives to PTFE, where possible. 890
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Electronic recoils in 1 t fiducial, 
energy region: 1-12 keVee

Nuclear recoils in 1 t fiducial, 
energy region: 4-50 keVnr

Intrinsic and neutrinos + materials*

XENON collaboration: JCAP 1604 (2016) no.04, 027, and

arXiv: 1705.01828 , submitted to EPJC.

13*based on screening with HPGe detectors (Gator, GeMPI etc) and ICP-MS



Backgrounds: prediction versus data

• Prediction for ER rate: ~0.2 events/(keV t d) below 10 keV; NR: subdominant


• Background reduced to ~ the predicted level

• natKr concentration 
in LXe 


• reduced from: 


~1 ppb to 0.36 ppt
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Preliminary



SR0 results
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Calibrations: ER and NR bands

• Electronic recoils 

• 220Rn (T1/2 = 65 s), emanated by 

228Th source, directly into LXe


• 212Pb (T1/2 = 10.6 h) buildup, decays 
to 212Bi => low-energy ER events


• Nuclear recoil 

• external AmBe source


• upgraded to D-D fusion n-generator


• time required to calibrate: weeks -> 
days

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Fitting Models to Calibration

• Full modeling of LXe and detector 
response in cS2b vs cS1 space 

• All parameters fitted with no 
significant deviation from priors
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Data selection

• Signal region blinded until selection fixed


• Single-scatter, event quality, peak quality, 
fiducial volume 

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Efficiencies 
• Detection efficiency 

dominated by 3-fold 
coincidence requirement 
• Estimated via novel 

waveform simulation 
including systematic 
uncertainties 

• Selection efficiencies 
estimated from control 
samples or simulation 

• Search region defined 
within 3-70 PE in cS1 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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Data Selection

Note: Signal region blinded until selection fixed!
• Single-scatter

• Only one S2 (>200 pe) per event
• General event quality

• Event can’t directly follow a high energy event Æ single e- tails
• Reject noise (uncorrelated signals) before main S2

• Peak Quality
• Drift time and width of S2 signal must be consistent
• S1 and S2 hit patterns must be consistent with reconstructed position
• Ratio of light seen by top/bottom array consistent with event in liquid

• Fiducial Volume Æ Cylindrical, 1 ton

• j

Cut Events Remaining
All events (cS1 < 200 PE) 128144

Data quality, selection 48955

Fiducial volume 180

S1 Range (3 < cS1 < 70 PE) 63

(1042 ± 12) kg

Selection criterium Events remaining
All events (cS1<200 PE) 128144
Data quality, selection 48955

Fiducial volume 180
S1 range   (3-70) PE 63

50 GeV/c2

17

NR efficiency cS1 ∈ [3, 70] PE 

cS2b ∈ [50, 8000] PE 



Total background 

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Background model
• ER and NR spectral shapes 

derived from models fitted to 
calibration data 

• Other background expectations 
are data-driven, derived from 
control samples

ER

n
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WIMP
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Background & Signal Rates Total Reference
Electronic recoils (ER) 62 ± 8 0.26 (+0.11)(-0.07)

Radiogenic neutrons (n) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.02
CNNS (") 0.02 0.01

Accidental coincidences (acc) 0.22 ± 0.01 0.06
Wall leakage (wall) 0.52 ± 0.32 0.01
Anomalous (anom) 0.09 (+0.12)(-0.06) 0.01 ± 0.01
Total background 63 ± 8 0.36 (+0.11)(-0.07)

50 GeV/c2, 10-46 cm2 WIMP (NR) 1.66 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.06

• ER rate is dominated by radon (emanation from detector materials)


• Target concentration of 10 µBq/kg reached


• Further reduction by Rn distillation (see EPJ C (2017) 77:358, arXiv:1702.06942)

(1.93± 0.25)⇥ 10�4 events/(kg ⇥ d⇥ keV) 18

4

TABLE I: Expected number of events for each background
component in the fiducial mass; in the full cS1 2 [3, 70] PE,
cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE search region and in a reference region
between the NR median and �2� quantile in cS2b. Uncertain-
ties <0.005 events are omitted. The ER rate is unconstrained
in the likelihood; for illustration, we list the best-fit values to
the data in parentheses.

Full Reference

Electronic recoils (ER) (62 ± 8) (0.26+0.11
�0.07)

Radiogenic neutrons (n) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.02

CNNS (⌫) 0.02 0.01

Accidental coincidences (acc) 0.22 ± 0.01 0.06

Wall leakage (wall) 0.5 ± 0.3 0.01

Anomalous (anom) 0.10+0.10
�0.07 0.01 ± 0.01

Total background 63 ± 8 0.36+0.11
�0.07

50 GeV/c2, 10�46cm2 WIMP 1.66 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.06

pass these selections with >82% probability, as deter-
mined using simulated events or control samples derived
from calibration, and shown in green in Fig. 1.

The dark matter search uses a cylindrical (1042±12) kg
fiducial mass, which was defined before unblinding using
the reconstructed spatial distribution of ERs in the dark
matter search data and the energy distribution of ERs
from 220Rn. We restrict the search to cS1 2 [3, 70] PE
and cS2b 2 [50, 8000] PE, which causes little additional
loss of WIMP signals, as shown in black in Fig. 1.

Table I lists the six sources of background we consider
inside the fiducial mass and inside the search region. For
illustration, we also list the expected rate in a reference
region between the NR median and �2� quantile in cS2b

(i.e., between the red lines in Fig. 2c), for which Fig. 3
shows the background model projected onto cS1. This
reference region would contain about half of the WIMP
candidate events, while excluding 99.6% of the ER back-
ground. The WIMP search likelihood analysis uses the
full search region. Below we describe each background
component in more detail: all event rates are understood
to be inside the fiducial mass and the full search region.

First, our background model includes ERs, primarily
from � decays of 85Kr and the intrinsic 222Rn-progeny
214Pb, which cause a flat energy spectrum in the en-
ergy range of interest [9]. The ER background model
is based on a simulation of the detector response. We
use a model similar to [21] to convert the energy depo-
sition from ERs into scintillation photons and ionization
electrons, which we fit to 220Rn calibration data in (cS1,
cS2b) space (Fig. 2a).

The best-fit photon yield and recombination fluctua-
tions are comparable to those of [21]. The model ac-
counts for uncertainties of g1, g2, spatial variations of
the S1 and S2 light-collection e�ciencies, the electron-
extraction e�ciency, reconstruction and event-selection

e�ciency, and time dependence of the electron lifetime.
The rate of ERs is not constrained in the likelihood analy-
sis, even though we have independent concentration mea-
surements for 214Pb and 85Kr, since the most stringent
constraint comes from the search data itself.

Second and third, our background model includes
two sources of NRs: radiogenic neutrons contribute
(0.05±0.01) events, and coherent neutrino-nucleus scat-
tering (CNNS) ⇠0.02 events. Cosmogenically produced
neutrons are estimated to contribute O(10�3) events even
without muon-veto tagging. The NR background model
is built from a detector response simulation that shares
the same detector parameters and associated systematic
uncertainties as the ER background model above. The
main di↵erence is the energy-conversion model, where we
use the model and parametrization from NEST [22]. We
obtain the XENON1T response to NRs by fitting the
241AmBe calibration data (Fig. 2b) with the light and
charge yields from [22] as priors. Our NR response model
is therefore constrained by the global fit of external data.
It is also used to predict the WIMP signal models in (cS1,
cS2b) space. The S1 detection e�ciency, which is respon-
sible for our low-energy threshold, is consistent with its
prior (0.7�).

Fourth, accidental coincidences of uncorrelated S1s
and S2s are expected to contribute (0.22 ± 0.01) back-
ground events. We estimated their rate and (cS1, cS2b)
distribution using isolated S1 and S2 signals, which are
observed to be at (0.78 ± 0.01) Hz and (3.23 ± 0.03)
mHz, respectively, before applying S2-selections. The ef-
fect of our event selection on the accidental coincidence
rate is included, similar to [23]. Isolated S1s may arise
from interactions in regions of the detector with poor
charge collection, such as below the cathode, suppressing
an associated cS2 signal. Isolated S2s might arise from
photoionization at the electrodes, regions with poor light
collection, or from delayed extraction [24]. Most acciden-
tal events are expected at low cS1 and at lower cS2b than
typical NRs.

Fifth, inward-reconstructed events from near the
TPC’s PTFE wall are expected to contribute (0.5± 0.3)
events, with the rate and (cS1, cS2b) spectrum extrapo-
lated from events outside the fiducial mass. Most of these
events would appear at unusually low cS2b due to charge
losses near the wall. The inward reconstruction is due
to limited position reconstruction resolution, especially
limited for small S2s, near the 5 (out of 36) top PMTs in
the outermost ring that are unavailable in this analysis.

Sixth and last, we add a small uniform background in
the (cS1, log cS2b) space for ER events with an anoma-
lous cS2b. Such anomalous leakage beyond accidental co-
incidences has been observed in XENON100 [23], and one
such event is seen in the 220Rn calibration data (Fig. 2a).
If these were not 220Rn-induced events, their rate would
scale with exposure and we would see numerous such
events in the WIMP search data. We do not observe

Observed ER rate:



Dark matter search results

• No post-unblinding changes to event selection


• Unbinned profile likelihood analysis, data consistent with background-only 
hypothesis


• ER/NR shape largely determined from calibration fits

Elena Aprile (Columbia)   XENON1T: First Results @ Patras Axion-WIMP 2017 

Dark Matter Search

• Extended unbinned profile likelihood analysis 
• Most significant ER & NR shape parameters included from cal. fits 
• Normalization uncertainties for all components 
• Safeguard to protect against spurious mis-modeling of background
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SR1 analysis: in progress

20

SR0 SR1

• Several improvements with respect to SR0 analysis


• Expect new results early next year



The XENONnT Experiment

• A rapid upgrade to XENON1T, with: 8 t total LXe mass, 6 t active (x3 compared to 1T)


• Most sub-systems can handle a larger detector with up to 10 t of LXe:

• Water tank + muon veto


• Outer cryostat and support structure


• Cryogenics and purification system


• LXe storage system


• Cables installed for XENONnT as well


• New inner cryostat, new TPC, 476 PMTs


• Neutron veto, Rn removal tower, additional 
LXe storage system

21

Patrick Decowski - Nikhef/UvA

XENON1T
1.1m

XENON1T
1.4m

XENONnT

Double amount of LXe (~7 tons), ~double # PMTs
Design XENON1T with as much reuse as possible

17
• PMTs ordered & under tests;  TPC materials ordered, first batches under 

screening & outgassing measurements



XENON1T and XENONnT science reach

• XENON1T: 1.6 x 10-47 cm2 with an exposure of 2 tonnes x year


• XENONnT: to start in mid 2019, aiming for 20 tonnes x year exposure
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Figure 2: A comparison, as function of calendar year, of the projected sensitivity to spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon interactions for a 50GeV/c2 WIMP for XENON1T (1 ton fiducial
mass), XENONnT (4 ton fiducial mass), and LZ (5.6 ton fiducial mass). Curves in this plot have
been calculated using the o�cial values that each experiment has estimated for WIMP energy
range, NR acceptance, ER rejection and background. See text for comments on the comparison
of the various curves.

XENON1T XENONnT LZ

Fiducial Volume [tons] 1 4 5.6
Livetime Fraction 80% 80% 80%
WIMP Energy

4-50 4-50 6-30
Range [keVnr]
NR Acceptance 40% 40% 50%
ER Rejection 99.75% 99.75% 99.5%
Bkg rate [evt/year] 2.08 1.15 2.35

Table 1: Assumptions for the projected sensitivity to spin-independent interaction shown in
Figure 2. The background rate is defined as the rate of NR and ER falling into the defined
WIMP search box, after having accounted for acceptance and rejection, respectively. Numbers
for LZ are the “goal” values extracted from Reference [J.Dobson, 2016].
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Conclusions and Outlook

• The XENON1T experiment operates in stable mode and shows very 
good data taking performance in 2017


• First physics results accepted in PRL, from 34.2 live days of data 

• Lowest background in a dark matter detector (~0.2 events/(t d keV))


• More than 155 additional live days of (blinded) science data on disk, 
new results expected for early next year


• Upgrade on critical path, with XENONnT proposal to LNGS submitted. 
Upgrade work on site at LNGS to start in late 2018


• Stay tuned for a wealth of interesting physics results from Science 
Run 1 and beyond!
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Backup slides
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Radon budget in XENON1T

samples simultaneously. More importantly, we developed a fully automated emanation system
(Auto-Ema) able to extract, purify and concentrate radon from samples completely self-acting.
Auto-Ema allows more samples to be processed in a given time and the reproducibility of
the results is also improved. The e↵ort to avoid 222Rn sources right from the beginning is
accompanied by measures to reduce surface contaminations as much as possible. This does not
only imply working in a dust-free environment, but also the application of dedicated surface
cleaning procedures and more sophisticated approaches like surface coating with a clean 222Rn
barrier.

Figure 6: The di↵erent contributions to the overall 222Rn budget in the XENON1T experiment.
The goal for XENONnT is a reduction by a factor 10.

Detailed 222Rn emanation studies have been carried out in XENON1T and a thorough un-
derstanding of the location and distribution of all 222Rn sources has been achieved. Figure 6
shows that the dominant contribution to the 222Rn budget comes from the QDrive recirculation
pumps (in purple). In XENONnT, we will replace those either by commercial ultra-high-speed
compressors or by magnetically coupled piston pumps developed within our collaboration (see
Section 2.3). First 222Rn emanation tests suggest that both solutions will dramatically reduce
the 222Rn emanation rate making the remaining fraction less important.

All green sources in Figure 6 are in contact with gaseous (warm) xenon. By a smart way
of extracting gaseous xenon simultaneously from several ports, we will merge these contri-
butions to an overall xenon flow of not more than 5 SLPM. When the cryogenic distillation
column [Aprile et al., 2017c] built for XENON1T has removed the 85Kr contamination to the
required level, this distillation column will no longer be needed for 85Kr removal. It will then be
switched to “reverse mode” in order to remove 222Rn out of this special gaseous xenon stream
continuously. We demonstrated with XENON1T that such an “online distillation” reduces the
222Rn emanating out of the cables and the cryogenic pipe. The possible cryogenic distillation
column flow is large enough for this special task. Thus, a technical solution for the removal of
the green colored fraction in the 222Rn pie chart also exists.

Most problematic are the sources located in the inner vessel and in the TPC as they emanate

13



PMT arrangement

• According to their quantum efficiency (average = 34.5% at 178 nm)
5
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Fig. 5 The PMTs were distributed in the top and bottom arrays mainly according to their quantum efficiency to ensure that the best-performing
PMTs are located at the center of the bottom array, where most of the scintillation light is collected. Deviations take into account aspects such as
increased radioactivity of individual tubes.

trodes. It encloses the top PMT array. The height of the
liquid level inside the bell is controlled via a vertically-
adjustable gas-exhaust tube. Possible tilts of the TPC are
measured by means of four custom-made parallel-plate-
capacitive levelmeters installed inside the diving bell. They
cover a dynamic range of 10 mm and have a precision of
⇠30 µm. Two cylindrical levelmeters of 1360 mm length
measure the LXe level during filling and recovery from be-
low the cathode to above the bell, with 2 mm precision.

2.1.3 Photomultipliers

A total of 248 Hamamatsu R11410-21 PMTs of 76.2 mm di-
ameter are used to record the signals from the TPC. They
are radially installed in the top array (127 PMTs) to facil-
itate radial position reconstruction, and packed as tightly
as possible in the bottom array (121 PMTs) to maximize
scintillation-light collection efficiency, see figure 4. They
feature an average room-temperature quantum efficiency of
34.5% at 178 nm (bialkali-LT photocathode) [30], a high
photoelectron collection efficiency of 90% and are designed
to operate stably in gaseous and liquid xenon at cryogenic
temperature [31, 32]. The low-radioactivity PMT version 21
was jointly developed by Hamamatsu and the XENON col-
laboration [33]. Six 25.4 mm square-window Hamamatsu
R8520 PMTs, as used in the XENON100 detector [7], were
installed in the LXe region outside of the TPC, next to
the upmost field-shaping electrodes, for detector calibration
studies [34].

All installed R11410-21 PMTs were screened for their
intrinsic radioactivity levels in batches of typically 15 tubes
[33] and tested at room temperature and under gaseous ni-
trogen atmosphere at �100�C. All PMTs were subject to
at least two cooling cycles prior to installation. A subset of
44 tubes was additionally tested in LXe (2-3 cooling cycles).

The PMTs feature a peak-to-valley ratio of ⇠3, a single pho-
toelectron resolution of 27% for gains above 3⇥ 106 and a
transit time spread (TTS) of (9.1± 1.3) ns [30]. A total of
73 tubes were rejected after the tests: 8 because of vacuum
loss (“leak”), 53 because of emission of small amounts of
light and 12 because of unstable dark count rates [30].

Based on the measured performance and the specifica-
tions provided by the manufacturer, the PMTs were placed
in the two arrays. The PMTs with the highest quantum ef-
ficiency were installed at the center of the bottom array to
maximize the light collection efficiency, see figure 5. Both
arrays consist of a massive OFHC copper support plate with
circular cut-outs for the PMTs. A single PTFE plate holds
the individual PMTs and a PTFE reflector-plate covers the
areas between the PMT windows (see figure [? ]. Both PTFE
plates are attached to the copper support in a self-centering
way to ensure that all PMTs move radially inward upon
cool-down to LXe temperatures while the support plate,
which is connected to the remaining TPC structure, stays
in place.

The 12 dynodes of the R11410-21 PMT are connected to
a custom-made low-background high-voltage divider circuit
on a Cirlex printed circuit board. It was optimized for lin-
ear operation within the entire dynamic range of the ADCs
(see section 2.4), covering the entire energy region of in-
terest for XENON1T (. 1.5 MeV). The signals are read via
50 W RG196 coaxial cables. The PMTs are individually bi-
ased using CAEN A1535N and A1536N units via Kapton
single-wire UHV cables (Accuglass 26 AWG, TYP28-30),
with the return current being routed through dedicated lines
(2 redundant lines for 24 channels). Custom-developed low-
pass filters installed on each high-voltage and return line re-
duce the electronic noise to sub-dominant levels. The cables
were routed through the cryogenic pipe connecting the cryo-
stat to the service building (see section 2.1.4). The cables



PMT Issues 
· 30 PMTs are turned OFF    (12 top, 18 bottom) 
  12 % of all channels → minor effect on light yield (twice better than in XENON100) 

– high (~kHz) signal rate at single PE level effecting other channels              
– confirmed Xe ion afterpulses

– (25) cannot be operated at nominal gain/HV                                                   

XENON1T:  PMT failures

➝ observed correlation between unstable behavior (I-trips, light emission) and measured afterpulse rate

–   (5) likely not a PMT-related problem (bad signal/HV connection, might be recovered)                                                 

3



The XENON (and DARWIN) Programme

M. Schumann (AEC Bern) – XENON 8

XENON1T

96cm

● 3.5 t liquid xenon in total
● 2.0t active target
● ~1t after fiducialization
 

● 248+6 PMTs

XENON10 XENON100 XENON1T XENONnT DARWIN

2005-2007 2008-2016 2012-2018 2019-2023 2020+
15 kg 161 kg 3200 kg 8000 kg 50 tonnes

~10-43 cm2 ~10-45 cm2 ~10-47 cm2 ~10-48 cm2 ~10-49 cm2

28



Two-phase xenon detectors

Fiducial mass [kg]

Low-energy ER background 
[events/(t keV day)]

XENON10
XENON100

LUX

PandaX

XENON1T

5 34 118 306 1042

1000 5.3 2.6 0.8 0.2
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The XENON1T Experiment

• Operates the largest dual-phase TPC ever built

Alexander Fieguth, Status of the XENON1T experiment

6

248 Low-background
Hamamatsu R11410-21 

3-inch PMTs, 
EPJC 75 (2015) 11, 546

2 Ton xenon within
the TPC 

(of 3.2 t total)
~ 1 m drift length
~ 1 m in diameter

Highly reflective
PTFE (Teflon)

walls

THE XENON1T TPC -
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Alexander Fieguth, Status of the XENON1T experiment
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2 t of LXe in the TPC
(3.2 t in total)
~1m e- drift
95.8 cm diameter

Highly reflective PTFE walls 248 low-background, VUV-
sensitive PMTs

Alexander Fieguth, Status of the XENON1T experiment
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248 Low-background
Hamamatsu R11410-21 

3-inch PMTs, 
EPJC 75 (2015) 11, 546

2 Ton xenon within
the TPC 

(of 3.2 t total)
~ 1 m drift length
~ 1 m in diameter

Highly reflective
PTFE (Teflon)

walls

THE XENON1T TPC -
Largest dual-phase TPC ever built
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M. Schumann (Freiburg) – XENON 10

XENON1T

largest LXe TPC ever built
    cylinder: 96 × 97 cm
    active LXe target: 2.0t  (3.2t total)

    248 PMTs (Hamamatsu R11410-21)

 

XENON collaboration, arXiv:1708.07051
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XENON1T Overview

Distillation
ReStoX

Cryogenics

Purification
Purification

Cryogenics

ReStoX Distillation

• Slow control system: functional screens for remote monitoring and controlling  

Data acquisition

TPC and muon veto
31



The Water Cherenkov Shield

Bottom of cryostat

Top of cryostat

Fractional 
trigger rate in 
the LXe-TPC

32

Tag > 99.5% of events where µ’s cross the water &
>70% of events with only n’s (and showers)Water tank instrumented with 84 8-inch PMTs*

* XENON collaboration, JINST 9, 2014 => < 0.01 events/(t y) (muon-induced NRs)



The Cryogenic System
• Maintains xenon in liquid state, provides stable conditions for data taking

Some detector parameters over ~3 
month:

Two redundant PTR cooling systems 
and one LN2 cooling tower backup

Δl < 0.2 mm ΔT < 0.2 ºC ΔP < 5 mbar

33



The Recovery & Storage System

• Double-walled, high pressure (70 atm), vacuum-insulated, LN2 cooled


• Can store 7.6 t of xenon in gas or liquid/solid phase in high-purity conditions


• Fast recovery (few hours) in case of emergency 

Patrick(de(Perio,(Columbia(University(

XENON1T/nT(ReStoX(System(

•  DoubleXwalled,(high(pressure((70(atm),(vacuumXinsulated,(LN2(cooled((
•  To(store(7.6((tons(of(Xe(either(in(gas(or(liquid/solid(phase(under(high(purity(condiNons(
•  To(recover(LXe(in(a(safe(and(controlled(way(from(the(detector(

–  In(case(of(emergency(all(LXe(is(recovered(in(a(few(hours(

(Recovery(&(Storage(of(Xe)(

The(XENON1T(Dark(MaBer(Experiment( 16(
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The Distillation Column
•Commercial Xe: 1 ppm - 10 ppb of Kr

• XENON1T sensitivity demands: 0.2 ppt 

•Solution: 5.5 m distillation column, 6.5 kg/h throughput 
>6.4×105 separation, output concentration < 48 ppq

Level as of 21.12.2016
(620 ± 130) ppq

New samples measured

Evolution of Kr/Xe [ppt, mol/mol] level during online distillation

As measured by 
RGMS + Gas 
Chromatography 
with 8 ppq 
detection limit 


(EPJ-C 74, 2014)

XENON collaboration arXiv:1612.0428, submitted to EPJ-C
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The Time Projection Chamber

• 24 interlocking PTFE panels, 
optimised for VUV-reflectivity


• 74 OFHC Cu rings for field 
uniformity


• connected by 2 redundant chains 
of 50 GOhm resistors


• 5 electrodes (cathode, anode, 
gate, 2 screening meshes)


• custom-made HV feedthrough to 
bias the cathode


• diving bell pressurised by gas flow 
to control the liquid level


• 4 level meters inside the bell, 30µm 
precision; 2 long meters outside

74 massive field shaping electrodes, made from low-activity
OFHC copper, are installed around the TPC to ensure the drift
field homogeneity. They are connected by two redundant chains
of 5 G⌦ resistors; twice the resistance is used to connect the
chain to the cathode. The resistor settings as well as the trans-
parency of the TPC electrodes (gate, anode and screening elec-
trode on top, and cathode and screening electrode on bottom)
were optimized by means of electrostatical simulations, using
finite element and boundary element methods, see Figure 3.
The design of the TPC electrodes ensures a maximal S1 light
collection e�ciency by maximizing the optical transparency of
the gate, the cathode and the bottom screening electrode. The
details are summarized in Table 1. All electrodes are supported
by massive stainless steel frames, whose surface has been op-
timized for high voltage operation. The etched meshes were
spot-welded to the frames, while the single wires were pre-
stretched on an external structure and fixed by squeezing them
between the upper and lower parts of the frames.

The cathode is biased with a negative voltage using a
Heinzinger PNC 150000-1 neg high voltage supply via a
custom-made high voltage feedthrough. It consists of a con-
ducting stainless steel rod inside an ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene insulator, cryofitted into a 25.4 mm diameter
stainless steel tube to make it vacuum tight. Before installation
on XENON1T, the feedthrough has been successfully tested to
voltages beyond �100 kV. The total length of the feedthrough is
about 1500 mm, out of which 1200 mm are inside the cryostat.
This ensures that the connection point to the PTFE insulated

Figure 2: 3D CAD drawing of the XENON1T TPC. It is mainly built from
low-radioactivity materials, such as OFHC copper, selected stainless steel
and PTFE. The top and bottom PMT arrays are instrumented with 127 and
121 Hamamatsu R11410-21 tubes, respectively.

Figure 3: Finite element simulation of the electric field configuration in and
outside of the TPC, after optimization of the TPC electrodes (opening), field
shaping rings and the resistors of the two redundant voltage divider chains. The
Figure shows the fieldlines as well as the equipotential lines if the cathode is
biased with �100 kV.

rod which is eventually screwed into the cathode is covered by
LXe. The anode is positively biased by a CAEN A1526P unit
via commercial Kapton-insulated cable (Accuglass 26 AWG,
TYP22-15). While the baseline foresees to have the gate and
the screening electrodes on ground potential, they are all elec-
trically insulated and can therefore be biased as well.

A diving bell made of stainless-steel, which is directly pres-
surized by a controlled gas flow, is used to maintain a stable
liquid-gas interface between the gate and anode electrodes. It
contains all top PMTs and allows having LXe layer on top of
it to enhance the self-shielding e↵ect. The height of the liq-
uid level inside the bell is controlled via a vertically-adjustable
bleeding tube. Possible tilts of the TPC are measured by means
of four custom-made parallel-plate capacitive levelmeters in-
stalled inside the diving bell. They cover a dynamic range of
10 mm and have a precision of ⇠30 µm. Two cylindrical level-
meters of 1360 mm length measure the LXe level during filling
and recuperation, from below the cathode to above the bell with
a 2 mm precision.

Before assembly, all components have been cleaned accord-
ing to the following procedures: after degreasing all copper
pieces have been pickled in a solution of 1% H2SO4 and
3% H2O2 and passivated in a 1% citric acid (C6H8O7) solu-
tion. Afterwards the pieces were rinsed with de-ionized wa-
ter and ethanol. The large stainless steel pieces (diving bell,
TPC eletrode frames) were electropolished and only cleaned
with acetone, de-ionized water and ethanol. All small stainless
steel components (screws, rods, etc.) were degreased, pickled
in a solution of 20% HNO3 and 2% HF, and finally passivated
in a 15% HNO3 solution before rinsing with de-ionized water
and ethanol. The degreased PTFE components were immersed
in 5% HNO3 solution and rinsed with de-ionized water and

3
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M. Schumann (Freiburg) – XENON 13

Data Taking: Neutrons

calibration
of signal region

Light: ~8 PE Charge: ~240 PE
 

→ a WIMP would look similar

earthquakes!!!

The Time Projection Chamber
• The 248 3-inch, low-radioactivity PMTs are arranged in two arrays

M. Schumann (AEC Bern) – XENON 8

XENON1T

96cm

● 3.5 t liquid xenon in total
● 2.0t active target
● ~1t after fiducialization
 

● 248+6 PMTs

127 PMTs in the top array 121 PMTs in the bottom array

37

3.2 t LXe @180 K



The Data Acquisition System

• PMT signals: amplified x 10, and 
digitised by 100 MHz flash ADCs 
with 14 bit resolution


• Every TPC pulse > 0.33 PE is 
recorded


• 6 computers read out the 32 ADCs 
in parallel, at max rate of 300 MB/s 
(1 kHz in calibration mode)


• Time-stamped digitised pulses are 
stored in MongoDB


• A multi-core machine groups the 
data into causally connected 
events and stores to file


• Various software trigger 
configurations are available

Figure 11: Illustration of the XENON1T DAQ system for the TPC and the muon veto. The two detectors are time-synchronized. The acquisition monitor consists
of one high-data bandwidth ADC which is records the sum waveform and selected digital information, also when the other ADCs are busy or vetoed. Some details
were omitted for clarity.

into causally connected events and stores these to file. While
it allows for using a large variety of trigger algorithms, which
can be adapted to the specific use case, the standard dark mat-
ter and calibration S2 trigger is based on the time-clustering of
pulses on individual PMT channels. A 95% trigger e�ciency is
achieved at XX PE (⇡YY e�). Meta-data on the trigger decision
is stored with the raw data and available for online monitoring
of the eventbuilder performance.

The muon veto employs a classical coincidence trigger, real-
ized by a custom-programmed CAEN V1495 VME unit, which
requires a four-fold PMT coincidence within a 300 ns time win-
dow. The logic trigger signal is fanned to all 11 digitizers and
results in a (99.78 ± 0.05)% e�ciency for single muon events
and (71.4 ± 0.4)% for hadronic showers [41]. For every PMT,
the digitized waveform has a length of XX µs around the trig-
ger signal. It is written to the central database and stored to file
in the same way as the TPC data, however, the trigger step is
skipped as the data is already hardware-triggered. The overall
DAQ scheme is illustrated in Figure 11.

The XENON collaboration has opted for a distributed com-
puting approach, involving several computing sites as well as
grid resources. While all “dark matter” data sets are stored and
processed locally at LNGS, the much larger calibration data is
handeled by the grid, which is accessed via two analysis clus-
ters in the US (Chicago) and Europe (Stockholm). All pro-
cessed files, which contain high-level quantities derived from
the digitized waveforms (see Section 3.2), are available for
analysis on these clusters, together with the required analysis
infrastructure. The data quality is constantly monitored by the

DAQ system (noise, baselines, trigger, etc.) and by a dedicated
o✏ine monitor at LNGS. The latter automatically calculates
quantities such as electron lifetime or light yield.

2.3. Slow Control System and Detector Stability

The various XENON1T subsystems and their instruments
are operated, controlled, monitored and recorded via a com-
plex slow control system. In case of exception conditions (e.g.,
parameter out of range, connection loss, etc.) it issues alarm
notifications which are broadcasted by email, SMS and pre-
recorded voice messages (Nexmo). The hierarchically orga-
nized slow control system is based on the General Electric
(GE) industry SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisi-
tion) standard Cimplicity. The values of more than 1300 pa-
rameters are stored in a Historian database to be available for
data analysis. Two examples are shown in Figure 12. The alarm
features and a slow control viewer, which allows accessing the
data via a webpage, were custom developed to complement the
GE functionality.

Most detector subsystems, e.g., cryogenics, LXe purication,
LXe storage, etc., and their sensors, actuators etc. are controlled
via individual PACs (programmable automation controllers, GE
RX3i family) which are connected to a private front-end net-
work. Exceptions at PAC level are communicated to the alarm
system using the GE Alarm & Event Express. Local operation
by means of touch screens is possible also in cases where the
SCADA is unavailable. Manual operation of individual com-
ponents is disabled for all safety relevant systems. Instead, pre-
defined use-cases can be selected to automatically put the entire

9

Data Acquisition in XENON1T

8

Triggerless Readout
• Each channel has its own threshold, triggers 

itself when a pulse is found
• Defer event building to software

Software Trigger
• Data read into no-SQL database

• Let the DB do the bookkeeping!
• Flexible software algorithms using queries

• S1/S2 identification via hit density
• Radial conditions, prescaling, multiple 

streams, fancy logic all easy

Web control and monitoring
• Live scope/waveforms available worldwide
• Organizes data and operations

From
Detector Amplification

Digitization
Readout

MongoDB Software Event 
Builder

To Storage

Baseline

Threshold (~2mV)

D. Coderre, Lake Louise Winter InstituteFebruary 21, 2017
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The Calibration Systems
Internal sources (220Rn, 83mKr) External sources (AmBe, 

137Cs, n-generator)

Literature value:
(154.4 ± 1.2) ns

Systematic effects 
under study

Light: 4 external LEDs and optical fibres 

~ 10 n/s
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220Rn calibration in XENON1T
220Rn

55.6 s

216Po

0.145 s

212Pb 
10.6 h

212Bi

60.6 m

212Po

299 ns

208Pb

stable

208Tl

3.05 m

α 

6.405 MeV

α 

6.906 MeV

β-  
569.8 keV

β- 

4.999 MeV

α 

8.954 MeV

β- (64%)

2.252 MeV

α  (36%)

6.207 MeV

• 212Pb β- decay:


• calibration of the ER band


• 3.7 live days of data

• Source:


• 228Th electrolytically deposited 
on a stainless steel disk (90 kB 
Jan 1, 2013)


• housed in a vacuum vessel 
connected to the gas system
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Backgrounds and WIMP sensitivity
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Figure 14. Spectrum of the total background as a function of S1 (black) and of its components:
ERs (blue), NRs from radiogenic neutrons (red) and NRs from CNNS (purple). NR spectra for three
examples of WIMP signals (green): mass m� = 10 GeV/c2 and cross section � = 2 · 10�46 cm2

(dashed), m� = 100 GeV/c2 and � = 2 · 10�47 cm2 (solid), m� = 1000 GeV/c2 and � = 2 · 10�46 cm2

(dotted). The vertical dashed blue lines delimit the S1 region used in the sensitivity calculation. In
this plot we select the events with S2 > 150 PE, and assume a 99.75% ER rejection with a flat 40%
NR acceptance.

region where the ER background starts to be larger by more than an order of magnitude than
the signal from a 100 GeV/c2 WIMP. On average, it corresponds to the NR energy range (4,
50) keV.

The main systematic uncertainty in the prediction of the signal and the NR background
comes from the relative scintillation efficiency in LXe, Le↵ . We adopt the Le↵ parameteriza-
tion shown in figure 1 of [77], using the median of several direct measurements as the central
value and parameterizing the uncertainty by a Gaussian distribution. We extrapolated Le↵

also below 3 keV, where no direct measurements exist so far (although there are hints of non-
vanishing Le↵ from the neutron calibration in LUX [82]): the median value reaches zero at 1
keV and the 1� and 2� bands are increased to reflect the larger systematic uncertainty. We
checked that the sensitivity is not significantly affected (at most 20% at low WIMP masses,
where the impact is the largest) if we adopt a uniform uncertainty parameterization between
the ±2� bands below 3 keV, instead of the Gaussian one.

Le↵ and its uncertainty are parameterized with a single nuisance parameter t, normally
distributed with zero mean and unit variance. For each value of t, we calculate the corres-
ponding expected number of events and spectra for the NR background from neutrons and
CNNS, and for the WIMP signal from each of the considered WIMP masses. We checked
that the shape of the spectra is not significantly affected by the variation in t, therefore only
the variation in the expected number of events is considered in the analysis, as it was done

– 22 –
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Light yield = 7.7 PE/keV at 0 field
Leff = 0 below 1 keVnr
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WIMP physics: inelastic scatters

• New results from XENON100, looked for WIMP-129Xe* scatters (NR + 39.6 keV γ)


• Details: arXiv: see also 6

FIG. 4. Distribution of observed events in the region of in-
terest (data points), along with the normalized distribution
from calibration data (filled histogram). The bottom panel
displays the ratio between data and expected background,
where the light and dark blue shaded areas represent the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainty on the background expec-
tation, respectively. The expected signal for a WIMP mass of
100GeV/c2 (blue dashed), normalized to a total of 50 events,
is also shown.

QY and ⇢. The simulation shows that these uncertain-340

ties mainly a↵ect the pdf of the signal model in the341

ROI, and very weakly the total signal yield. They are342

taken into account by simulating several signal pseudo-343

samples for each WIMP mass, where the pseudo-samples344

are produced by varying the model parameters by their345

±1 standard deviation. For each sub-region, an over-346

all uncertainty is then computed by adding in quadra-347

ture the residual of each pseudo-sample with respect to348

the nominal. Figure 3 shows an example of such a sys-349

tematic uncertainty computation for a WIMP mass of350

100GeV/c2.351

All the uncertainties discussed here are parameterised352

within a binned profile likelihood function using the353

ROOSTAT-ROOFIT framework [25, 26]. All the param-354

eters related to systematic uncertainties are assumed to355

be normally distributed.356

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION357

This search is performed using XENON100 Run-358

II science data, which corresponds to an exposure of359

34⇥ 224.6 kg · days. A total of 764 events are observed360

in the region of interest and no evidence of dark mat-361

ter can be assessed based on an expected background of362

756 ± 5 (stat) ±55 (syst) events. Figure 4 shows the dis-363

tribution of events in the region of interest, where the364

bottom panel displays the ratio between data and ex-365

pected background. The light and dark blue shaded areas366

FIG. 5. Upper limit (blue curve) on the spin-dependent, in-
elastic WIMP-nucleon cross section as a function of WIMP
mass. The expected one (light shaded area) and two (dark
shaded area) standard deviation uncertainty is also shown.
This result is compared to the upper limit (at 90% C.L.) ob-
tained by the XMASS experiment (dashed line) [27].

represent the statistical and systematic uncertainty on367

the background expectation, respectively. The expected368

signal for a WIMP mass of 100GeV/c2, normalized to a369

total of 50 events, is also shown.370

This result is interpreted via a binned profiled likeli-371

hood approach by means of the test statistic q̃ and its372

asymptotic distributions, as described in [28]. Assuming373

an isothermal WIMP halo with a local density of ⇢� =374

0.3GeV/cm3, a local circular velocity of v0 = 220 km/s,375

a galactic escape velocity of vesc = 544 km/s [29] and376

the nuclear structure factors as computed in [6], a 90%377

CLs [30] confidence level upper limit is set on the spin-378

dependent inelastic WIMP-nucleon cross section as a379

function of the WIMP mass.380

Our result is shown in Figure 5, together with its ex-381

pected one and two sigma statistical variation. The most382

constraining limit is set for a WIMP of mass 100GeV/c2383

to a cross section of 3.3⇥ 10�38 cm2 (at 90% CLs confi-384

dence level).385

This result is compared to the one obtained by the386

XMASS experiment [27], a single phase liquid xenon de-387

tector, which used a fiducial volume containing 41 kg of388

LXe and 165.9 live days of data.389

While these upper limits are not competitive to spin-390

dependent, elastic scattering results, as obtained by391

XENON100 [10] and LUX [31] (bounding the cross sec-392

tion to be < 1⇥10�40 cm2, at 90% C.L., for a 100GeV/c2393

WIMP), our results are the most stringent for the spin-394

dependent inelastic channel, and set the stage for a395

sensitive search of inelastic WIMP-nucleus scattering in396

running or upcoming liquid xenon experiments such as397

XENON1T [32], XENONnT [32], LZ [33], and DAR-398

WIN [34]. In these larger detectors, with lower intrinsic399

3

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Signal (1-9) and control (CR1 and CR2) regions for the inelastic WIMP-129Xe search in the (cS2,cS1)-plane. Figure (a)
shows the signal distribution for a simulated WIMP of mass 100GeV/c2 normalized to 50 events, while Figure (b) is obtained
using normalized 60Co calibration data and represents the background expectation distribution.

position-dependent S1 signal. The warping of the top141

meshes (inducing a variation in the width of the gas gap142

between the anode and the liquid-gas interface), the ab-143

sorption of electrons by residual impurities as they drift144

towards the gas region, as well as solid angle e↵ects, lead145

to a position-dependent S2 signal. These signals are thus146

corrected in 3 dimensions, using various calibration data,147

as detailed in [7, 15], with the corrected quantities de-148

noted as cS1 and cS2, defined in [15].149

B. Signal Region and Event Selection150

The inelastic scattering of a WIMP with a 129Xe nu-151

cleus is expected to produce an energy deposit via a NR152

with the subsequent emission of a 39.6 keV de-excitation153

photon. The largest fraction of the energy released in154

the event is via the ER, due to the emitted photon which155

loses its energy in the LXe. This represents an unusual156

signature compared to the one expected from an elas-157

tic scatter, and makes the signal region to overlap the158

ER background region. The region of interest (ROI) se-159

lected for this analysis surrounds the 39.6 keV xenon line160

in the (cS1,cS2)-plane and is based on 241AmBe calibra-161

tion data, where such inelastic scatters are induced by162

fast neutrons. The ROI extends from 60 to 210PE in163

cS1, from 4⇥ 103 to 16⇥ 103 PE in cS2 and is further164

divided into sub-regions as shown in Figure 1. These165

sub-regions were defined to contain a (roughly) similar166

number of expected background events in each region.167

The control regions (denoted as CR1 and CR2 in the fig-168

ures), are selected to be as close as possible to the ROI,169

and are used for cross checks of the background shape170

distribution.171

Apart from the condition to occur in the defined ROI,172

valid events are required to fulfil several selection criteria,173

which can be summarized as follows: basic data quality174

cuts, energy selection and S2 threshold cut, veto cut for175

events with energy release in the detector’s active LXe176

shield, selection of single-scatter events and of a prede-177

fined fiducial volume of 34 kg. Our analysis closely follows178

the event selection criteria described in detail in [15] for179

Run-II, with the following few exceptions. The cut on the180

width of the S2 signal as a function of drift time (where181

the maximal drift time is 176µs and the width values182

range from ⇠1-2µs) has been optimized on a sample of183

events selected from the 39.6 keV line and set to a 95%184

acceptance of these. This cut ensures that the broaden-185

ing of S2-signals due to di↵usion is consistent with the186

z-position calculated from the observed time di↵erence187

between the S1 and S2 signals. Events are required to be188

single-scatters by applying a threshold cut on the size of189

the second largest S2 peak. For this analysis, the thresh-190

old has been optimized to 160PE and is constant with191

respect to S2 signal size.192

C. Signal Simulation193

The detector response to inelastic WIMP-129Xe inter-194

actions was simulated using an empirical signal model,195

described in this section. The total deposited energy is196

divided into two independent contributions: one com-197

ing from the 39.6 keV de-excitation photon and the other198

from the simultaneous nuclear recoil of the xenon atom.199

The detected light (S1) and charge (S2) signals are sim-200

ulated separately for each of the two contributions and201

then added together. This recipe has been followed be-202

Signal (1-9) and control regions in S2-
versus-S1 parameter space

XENON100 upper limit for inelastic, SD 
interactions on 129Xe

C. McCabe, JCAP 1605 (2016) no.05, 033
LB et al., Phys. Rev. D 88, 115014 (2013)
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